
0 DESCRIBE and to evaluate Einstein as a scientist 
is at once a very easy and a very difficult job. It is 

easy to say that Einstein towers- far above any scientific 
figure of the 20th Century-a statement 1 believe to be 
true. It is even easy to say that he is the greatest figure 
in science since Isaac Newton-a statement I also believe 
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to be true. 
But, even though we see the towering peaks of Ein- 

stein's achievements, we are still too close to them to be 
able to evaluate them accurately. Einstein's work. with- 
out question, marked a turning point in the history of 
physics. But the full significance of that revolution will 
be more clearly visible 100 years from now than it is 
toda? . 

heverthelesi', we do already have a perspective of 50 
years since Einstein did some of his most important work 
in 1905 when he was only 26 years old. And, with this 
perspective, the towering nature of his contributions is 
alread! clearly evident. 

In 1905 Einstein addressed himself to solving a riddle 
which had first been posed by the famous experiments 
made hj  4. A .  Michelson and his co-worker3 beginning 
 TI 1889-experiments which. incidentally. brought the 
hrst Tsiohel prize in physic5 10 the United States. Michel- 
son attempted to measure essentially the velocity of the 
earth through the "ether3-the ether being that intan- 
yible medium which wa5 assumed to be spread through 
all space and which accounted for the propagation of 
light. Tt seemed ohvioub that the earth's velocity through 
thl* medium could he determined b: measuring the dii- 
ierenre in the speed with which light travelled in two 
directions-say parallel and at right angles to the earth's 
motion. This was simply analogous to measuring the 
current in a river by comparing the speed with which 
a rowboat could go upstream with its speed when going 
across. 

The shattering result of this experiment was that there 
was no difference in speed whatsoever. The velocity of 
the earth relative to the ether was zero-and remained 
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zero--in spite of the fact ihat eveiyone knew that the 
earth was dashing along in its orbit about the SUII at a 
speed of 1100 miles per minute. 

Now this was but  one of many experiments in  the 
fields of optics and electricity which ~evealed coniradic- 
tions with accepted iheo~ies. And a. variety of attenipts 
had been made-moat -ucceksfuHv by H. A.  Lorentz in 
Holland-to a c c o u ~ ~ l  to1 the doubles. However, in 1905 
the mysteries *till remained. 

It was then that Einstein came along with the hreath- 
taking proposal that we take Michelson's experiment- 
seriously and take as- a basic postulate of physics that 
the world is so constructed that the velocity of light in 
free space is an absolute universal constant whose value 
is always the same regardless of circumstances under 
which it is measured. 

The consequences of this and the other postulates of 
special relativity were far-reaching;. \Ianv puzzles in 
physics were at once clarified; the concept ot' the ether 
was eliminated: a new concept of the -igniticanw of lime 
was introduced. and also there followed the idea that the 
mass of a body was a function of its speed-a relation 
which had already been iccepted for charged particles, 
and which now was extended to cover all matter. It was 
ihis relation which led to the idea of the equivalence uf 
mass and energy, the basic idea of atomic energy. 

Today the theory of special rel~tivity is such an in- 
herent part of physics that it is hard for us of this gen- 
eration to imagine what physics could have been like 
without it. It is like asking what physics was like with- 
out Newton's laws of motion or of gravitation. 

Quantum theory 

Twentieth Century physics as contrasted to 19th ( e n -  
tury '"classical" or Newtonian physics is characteiized 
by two major and far-reaching ideas; namely, relativity 
and quantum theory. I have already indicated ho\\ Ein- 
stein was ro-'ponsible fur ielativiiy. I mu$t now f~oini  out 
that he also had a major re~ponsibilitv for the quantum 
theory. 

The basic postulate of quantum theoiy was first enun- 
ciated by Max Planck in 1900. This wah the idea that 
when light energy is produced il is emitted, not continu- 
ously, but in lumps or packets 01 "quanta." Now Planck. 
though he found that with this assumption he could solve 
his problem. really did not believe it, and, indeed, spent 
seveial year* tiyinp to >how how to 31 alone withuut it. 
or at least how to minimize its universality. In the end 
he had to give up. 

Again it was Einstein who made the bold proposal that 
we believe in Planck'> quanta and that we assume that 
light travels in these energy packets and that light is 
always emitted and absorbed in lumps-the energy e ) i  

each unit being equal to Planck's constant multiplied 
by the frequency. Once this idea was accepted, a whole 
array of phenomena were explained and the basis was 
laid on which Viels Bohr a few years later built the first 
satisfactory theory of the structure of the atom. Today 

we realize that the quantum idea 1s ~bsolutelv basic to 

all physics. 
So, in the one vcar 1905. the vouthful Ein>tein bv bold 

leaps of his coiiitructive iiiiaginatiun laid the ioundatioris 
to1 the twu rnajot nett concepts of modern phvsics. If 
41bert Eitistein had passed . i ~ ~ a v  in 1906 .it the age ul 
27, he itould Â¥-til lie ~eineinbered as one ol the great 
tiauies in physic-. But ot course he did not stop there. 
He went on to develop fuither ideas in bolt1 rela~ivitv 
and quantum theorv:making many contributions of p e a t  
significance which I cannot take time even to mention. 

General theory of relativity 

But puss-ibly the greatest and iiiost characterisiic 
achievement of Einstein, the idea which is of ?uch pro- 
fundity that we know of no other living mind that might 
have conceived it. was the theory of geeneial rela~ivity 
first propounded in 1916. This is clearlv not the tippropi- 
ate place, nor is the -pi-akei the appropriatf' person. tu 
describe the theory. I t  you wish ii simple sentence to 
characterize the two theories of relativitv. i t  is thi*: 
Special relativi~y deals w i ~ h  physical conditions encoun- 
tered when observations are made on bodies moving rela- 
tive to each other with a constant velocity; general rela- 
tivity deals with cases in which the veloci~y is changing, 
in which there is acceleration. Since the most commonlv 
observed cause of an acceleration is what we term the 
force of gravity. Kinhtein was led direc~lv to a new 
theory of gravitation. And Â¥-inc the measurement of ar- 
celeration itself depends on measurements of 'pace and 
time, general relativity propounded ;I new concept 01 
>pace-i ime. 

The full con'-equences of general relativity have not vet 
been worked out, but no iispect of i t  has vet been found 
which is contrary to experience. Einstein himself Â¥-pen 
the next 55 years of his life in completing the theory 
m d  in trying to lie together the new ideas about gravita- 
tional fields with the quite iliflerent *et of ideas relatirig 
lo electiomagnetic fields. But the achievement of a uni- 
fied field theory is still apparently a far-off dream which 
rnav have to await, tor its fulfillment, the birth of an- 
other intellect comparable to that of 'Vibert Einstein. 

And so today till scientist-' unite in saluting one of (he 
;reat minds of the ages-one which ranged -vith origin- 
iilitv and profundity from the iinirnaginable n~inutenesb 
o t  the atomic tuicleu'i tu the unimaginable vastness ot the 
uriive~se. 

This w i l l  Â¥-ugges why it is that ihe Â¥-cientist  and i l l  

iivve of d mind -o "cat. But -'cienlists also salute the 
human qualities of this great man. He was ii man of him- 
plicitv. of gentleness; a man with a great heait who never 
performed a selfish deed. who never expressed a thought 
that was not motivated bv the most kincere and generous 
concern for the welfare, the freedom and the happiness 
of -ome individual human being-or. more likely. o f  

the whole human race. 
His nwnument lives in the %tructure of science and 

also in the hearts of men. 
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